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Email:   

  

1. Spelling - Suffixes and Prefixes 
 
Choose the correct answer in each drop-down list: 

1. In which sentence is the word increase correctly spelled with an -ed suffix? 
    The size of the park [1]____________________________ this year. 
 
2. In which sentence is the word allowed correctly spelled with a dis prefix?  
    The last play of the game was [2]______________________________. 
 
3. In which sentence is the word pronounce correctly spelled with an -able suffix?  
     In our language, his name was not [3]___________________________________. 
  

[1] A) increaseed 
B) increised 
C) increassed 
D) increased 

[3] A) pronounce-able 
B) pronouncable 
C) pronounceable 
D) pronounseable 

[2] A) disallowed 
B) dis-allowed. 
C) dissallowed 
D) dis’allowed 

  

  

2. Spelling - Suffixes and Prefixes 
 
Choose the correct answer in each drop-down list: 

4. In which sentence is the word mistake correctly spelled with a un prefix and an -able suffix?  
     She was [1]___________________________________. 
 
5. In which sentence is the word tie correctly spelled with a un prefix and an -ing suffix? 
      He was [2]_______________________ his shoelaces. 
 
6. In which sentence is the word waste correctly spelled with a -ful suffix?  
     It was [3]_______________________ to throw the extra food away. 
 
7. In which sentence is the italicized word correctly spelled?  
    We always have [4]____________________________ with our supper. 
    
  

[1] A) unmistakable 
B) un-mistakable 
C) unmistakeable 
D) unmistake’able 

[3] A) wastful 
B) waste’ful 
C) wasteful 
D) waste-ful 
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[2] A) untiing 
B) un’tying 
C) untieing 
D) untying 

[4] A) vegtables 
B) vegatables 
C) vegetables 
D) vegitables 

  

3. Spelling - Suffixes and Prefixes 
 
Choose the correct answer in each drop-down list: 

8. In which sentence is the italicized word correctly spelled?  
  There are [1]____________________ ways we can solve this problem. 
 
9. In which sentence is the italicized word correctly spelled?  
 Our teachers know what we are up to; it is difficult to [2]____________________them. 
 
10. The British English spelling of the word catalogue has two versions in American English. One is the 
same as the British English spelling. What other spelling for the word   catalogue is considered correct in 
American English? [3]_______________________ 
 
  

[1] A) sevral 
B) several 
C) severel 
D) ceveral 

[3] A) catelog 
B) catalog 
C) catelogue 
D) cataloge 

[2] A) decieve 
B) deceive 
C) deceave 
D) deceiv 

  

  

4. Vocabulary 
 
Choose the correct answer in each drop-down list: 

11. Which of the following words is SIMILAR to COLLAGE: [1]_________________________  
 
12.  SATISFIED means: [2]______________________________ 
 
13. Which of the following words is opposite to CONFORMIST?[3]_________________________________ 
 
14. What is a similar  word for PRESENT?[4]_______________________ 
 
  

[1] A) School 
B) University 
C) Watercolor 
D) Patchwork 

[3] A) nonentity 
B) unfortunate 
C) agree 
D) nonconformist 
E) opermist 

[2] A) Distressed 
B) Content 
C) Suffering 

[4] A) Gift 
B) Toy 
C) Donation 
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D) Negative 
E) infelicitous 

D) Current 
E) Gift Wrap 
F) Approval 
G) Past 

  

5. Choose the correct answer in each drop-down list: 
 

15. bed and breakfast :: back and [1]__________________  
 
16.  bacon and eggs ::  birds and [2]______________________________ 
 
17. bed and breakfast : peaches and [3]____________________ 
 
18. fun and games :: forgive and [4]_______________________ 
 
19. DOCTOR is to HOSPITAL as ACTOR is to [5]____________________________ 
 
20. LIBRARIAN is to Library as Civil Engineer is to [6]___________________________________ 
 
  

[1] A) left 
B) forth 
C) forward 
D) right 

[4] A) forgotten 
B) forget 
C) donate 
D) love 

[2] A) bees 
B) flocks 
C) cats 
D) infelicitous 
E) feathers 

[5] A) Script 
B) Performance 
C) Hollywood 
D) Film 

[3] A) pear 
B) mango 
C) poochers 
D) cream 

[6] A) Buildings 
B) Building Sites 
C) Company 
D) Institute 
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Answer Keys 
  

Question Answer  Question Answer 

1 1-D 2-A 3-C  4 1-D 2-B 3-D 4-D 
2 1-A 2-D 3-C 4-C  5 1-B 2-A 3-D 4-B 5-D 6-B 
3 1-B 2-B 3-B    

 


